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q&a

Executive interview:
Robertson recalls the past 20 years

O

lga Robertson, FCA Network president, has been with
the group since its inception in 1998. Declared one of
the top 20 most influential women in the flooring
industry by Floor Covering News, Robertson’s hard work
and dedication to the Network and Floor Covering Associates—
a major flooring retailer in the Chicago area—do not go
unnoticed.
FCNews publisher Steven Feldman recently sat down with
Robertson to discuss FCA Network’s past 20 years.

Q

As a successful Top 25 retailer,
what was the impetus for
launching a retail flooring
group?

Back in the mid ’90s, when Shaw
went into retail and bought up all
the NYCW or Carpetland stores,
it meant that FCA was buying from its
biggest competitor because all of our locations were next to these stores. With all the
consolidation in the industry, we needed to
grow our business and increase our buying
power to become more important to the
big mills.
If you recall, unemployment was the
lowest it’s ever been at about 4.9% and it was
difficult to hire good people. How do you expand under those conditions? FCA has no
debt and could have built other retail locations in and around Chicago, but how would
we staff them?
Bob Hill posed this question to his management team: How do we grow our business and increase our buying power without
any capital investment? We knew the retail
business and we saw an opportunity to offer
our expertise to dominant players in secondary markets and leverage our expertise in
buying, merchandising, advertising and
marketing. We wanted to provide retailers
in those smaller markets an opportunity to
have all the services the big groups provide
for a lot less money while simultaneously increasing FCA’s buying power and stature in
the industry.
That’s how and why FCA Network was
formed. It started as a regional group in the
greater Cleveland area by Rich Sebastian,
who happened to be president of the
Northeast Ohio Floorcovering Association
and began FCA Network with 12 members
in Ohio.

A
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Q

Why is alignment with
a group so important
today?

I’m stating the obvious, but there is
strength in numbers and an affiliation with FCA Network will give
you pricing power. Anyone can buy product,
but we can help you buy the right products at
the right price. With all the channels available
to the consumer you simply don’t want to go
it alone. Pick your partner and together we
will make more money and have more fun.

A

Q

Pretend I’m an independent
retailer. Why should I want to
join FCA Network?

There are more independent retailers across the country than affiliated retailers. As a member of FCA
Network you will remain independent, but
you won’t have to be independent alone. We
won’t ask you to change your name or spend
a lot of money on new signage. We believe
your store is your brand and everything we do
will promote your brand in the marketplace. We are successful retailers sharing our
best practices with fellow retailers. We know
what keeps you awake at night: Are you paying too much for leads? You’ve invested your
life savings and are beginning to doubt
whether or not you can turn your business
around and make it profitable. You are working 24/7 and are concerned about maintaining some balance in your life. Not to mention,
competition with the big box stores.
FCA Network will add value to your
business while giving you the hands-on, dayto-day support you need. We will help you
compete with the home centers and win. Internet sales? No worries—we’re happy to
help you take the sale.

A

Q

Based on experience, how
much would you say the
average retailer’s business
increases in his or her first year
as an FCA Network member?

Just like every customer has different needs and certainly singular
expectations, so does the average
retail business owner. We have one dealer in
Denver, who doubled his business in just one
year because we opened so many doors that
were not available to him before FCA Network. He has great salespeople and now he
has access to all of the best products.
On average, we can take a dealer who
does $1 million a year and take him to $1.2
million. But more importantly he is improving his margins and increasing his profit dollars as well. It’s not always about increasing
your volume, it’s about increasing your profits. You don’t take percentages to the bank;
you take dollars.

A

Q

What is the biggest
differentiator between FCA
Network and other groups?

Our unique selling proposition is
that we are a successful Top 25 retailer helping other retailers. Our
first-hand understanding of retailers’ struggles along with an immeasurable amount of
industry knowledge gives FCA Network the
ability to create the best opportunities for its
members at any level. But when you ask our
members what they value most it’s networking with fellow retailers just like them. Our
family-like culture makes them feel welcome
and that they are ‘not just a number.’

A

Q
A

Describe the prototypical FCA
Network member.

We provide services to two different and distinct business models.
The first and largest sector is specialty “full service” retail stores and second
is direct “in-home” sales otherwise known as
Shop@Home. Our prototypical Network
member is the dominant player in a secondary market, imbedded in their community,
doing between $1 million and upwards of $7
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million, but the majority are in the $1.2 million to $3 million range.

Q

How many members and store
fronts are in the group today
and what is the collective
buying power?

We have 49 members with 64 storefronts for a total of over $98 million. This doesn’t include the sales
from FCA Inc. (approximately $43 million).

A

Q

Give an example of how your
relationships with top-level
executives helped a member
solve a problem.

I worked with an executive at
Shaw to help pay down debt with
a more reasonable schedule over
the course of a year in lieu of a dealer filing
bankruptcy. I don’t want to say more than
that but suffice it to say the dealer paid off
everything in arrears and is now one of
Shaw’s bigger customers. We expect our deal-

A

ers to pay their bills on time, and I expect the
vendors to tell me when there are credit issues so I can get involved. Before I sign anyone, I check their credit. I was told no other
buying group does that or cares to do that. As
far as I’m concerned, it’s FCA’s reputation on
the line if my member defaults.

Q
A

How has the group evolved
over the last 20 years?

FCA Network was created to pool
FCA’s resources with those of other
independent stores to increase our
collective buying power. For the first eight
years or so we provided services to brick-andmortar retailers—many of whom had been in
the business for quite some time. Some of
those who signed early on like Bob Gaither of
Quality Carpet, [Akron, Ohio], told me, ‘If I
didn’t join FCA Network I would probably be
out of business.’ You get tired of working your
butt off and not making money. It’s a whole
lot more fun when you are making money.
I took over as head of business development in 2007 and simultaneously created a

marketing website so we could recruit
younger entrepreneurs who live and breathe
in the digital world. We also started attracting young, aggressive salesmen who weren’t
able to get open lines of credit because they
didn’t have a storefront, so we created a separate division for in-home sales. We rely on
the Internet for our leads—80 % of the dealers I’ve signed in the past eight years came
from the Internet.
For FCA Network it’s not a numbers
game. We don’t need to sign ‘X’ number of
dealers a year because we don’t have the kind
of operating expenses as other buying
groups. However, it is still very important for
us to show growth not only to our vendor
partners but the members. Dealers need to
know they are affiliated with an organization
that has positioned itself for growth. Again,
if it’s a good fit and the dealer is willing to do
some things differently, then we enter into
an agreement. Today we are a national buying group with over 40 years of experience,
offering benefits, brands and support you expect from larger buying groups at a fraction
of the cost.

history

Floor Covering Associates:
From cornfield to industry legend

B

ob Hill, founder of the company,
opened his first FCA store on December 6, 1976. He had just turned
40.
Back then, it was a different world: Wallto-wall carpet was the rage. Builders carpeted
every room in every new home, even the
kitchen. Buyers of existing homes covered up
hardwood flooring as if it was a disgrace to
walk on it.
Dalton, the world center of tufted carpet,
was home to several hundred carpet mills
with long-established names such as Lees,
Bigelow, Mohawk, Alexander Smith,
Philadelphia, Masland, Karastan, Barwick,

World, Galaxy, Coronet, Queen, Cabin Crafts
and many more. There were many manufacturers to welcome a new carpet retailer.
What’s more, there were almost no barriers to entry for a new business. Anyone
could sell carpet. You needed only a name, a
storefront and some samples, and you could
be in business. If you had no credit, you’d pay
cash and buy from distributors like Carson’s
and Tri State Supply. If you had credit, the
mills would open you up with a $10,000
credit line and give you cash terms of 5% 30
days; 4% 60 days and net 61 days.
As for competition, in addition to hundreds of mom-and-pop stores, there were

Who is Bob Hill?
By Olga Robertson
Bob Hill, the founder of Floor Covering Associates
(FCA), opened his first FCA store Dec. 6, 1976. It was
located in a cornfield outside of Joliet, Ill. The
business was immediately successful. Within six
months, he was able to open two more stores.
Today, FCA is listed among the largest flooring
retailers in America. The company includes free-standing
stores in Shorewood, Naperville, Kankakee and St.
Charles, Ill., and Merrillville, Ind.; the FCA Design Center,
which sells furniture, lighting, custom draperies and
kitchen and bath cabinets.
NOW
Twenty years ago, FCA spun off FCA Network, a
nationwide buying group of independent retail
stores that stretches from New Jersey to New Mexico,
and I was offered the incredible opportunity to run that business.
It’s a flooring success story. I’ve had the pleasure, the
challenge—and, sometimes, the frustration—of working alongside
Bob for 40 of the 42 years he’s been in business. I’ve also had an
opportunity to identify some of the secrets of his success.
I was once asked to define Bob with a single word—the word I
chose was “principled.” I know it’s an old-fashioned virtue that
people don’t talk much about these days, but I truly believe the
strength of his leadership comes from the fact Bob is a man of
integrity. He treats everyone fairly—customers, installers,
employees and suppliers. He’s never missed a payroll and prides
himself on paying his bills on time. He often says: “All you have is
your word.”
Another success factor is Bob’s firm belief that what is constant
in today’s economy is change. So, we’re a company that’s quick to
adapt to new ideas. In fact, FCA was built around a new idea right
from the start. At the time we began, most flooring stores sold
nothing but carpet. From the beginning, FCA stores sold carpet,
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two big regional carpet companies, Carpetland USA and New York Carpet World, both
of which advertised regularly in newspapers
and on TV, as did the big department stores.
(DuPont 501 nylon, installed for $5.99 per
yard with cushion, was usually the lossleader.) There were no big box stores like
Home Depot or Lowe’s. So the ads also had
the effect of sending buyers to smaller local
stores as well.
When he began the company, Hill believed that the “all carpet” fad would fade and
hardwood, tile, rugs and other products would
eventually become popular again. Imagining
a bigger future for his business, he decided to

ceramic tile and wood. What’s more, the company focused
not merely on retail customers, but also on home-builders,
contractors and commercial accounts.
New ideas are still at the core of the company’s growth.
For example, the FCA Network is not just a buying group,
but a power connection for independent retailers
THEN
that works in a new way. It leverages FCA’s
experience, sales strategies, marketing know-how,
proprietary software and influence in the industrial
marketplace.
Finally, I have always understood that a major
factor in FCA’s success is Bob’s ability to recognize
talent and give people an opportunity to shine. He has
always surrounded himself with talented and
intelligent individuals. Gender equality has never been
an issue. We have many strong, smart women at all
levels of the company. Bob discovered early on that
female customers preferred to work with women—
after all, they were the ones making most of the buying decisions.
Bob Hill is a major figure in the flooring industry, highly
respected for his leadership as well as his business accomplishments.
He is a founding member of the National Floorcovering Alliance, a
group of the largest flooring retailers in America. In 2007, he stepped
down as chairman of the World Floor Covering Association, the
industry’s major trade organization. He is frequently consulted by
major manufacturers on industry issues. He has been honored with
numerous industry awards, both local and national.
In 2007, Bob and his wife, Thea, created facingdisability.com to
connect families who suddenly have to deal with traumatic spinal
cord injury to others who have already been there. With an online
library of over 2,000 high-quality original videos they offer
straightforward answers to questions about how they cope. Their
personal stories are powerful evidence that successful, fulfilling
lives are not only possible but typical.
Bob and I have come a long way together since that cornfield.
And the best part is we still have an exciting future before us.
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keep “carpet” out of the name and
call it Floor Covering Associates,
later shortened to FCA.
Finding a storefront was his
biggest problem. There was simply
no retail space available anywhere
within a 40-mile radius at any
price, so he ended up renting the
back end of a metal warehouse
building in the middle of a cornfield located between Shorewood
and Plainfield just outside of Joliet,
Ill. This accident proved to be lucky
because the area’s largest custom
cabinet maker was merely 150 feet
across the parking lot and customers building new homes would drive out to select
their cabinets and then walk across the parking lot to visit FCA to see what carpet they
were offering.
Business boomed. Six months later a
salesman who had previously worked for Hill
asked to open an FCA store in Kankakee Ill.
This was followed by another store in Bloomington, then Bolingbrook, Naperville, Rockford, Belvedere, Lombard, and St. Charles;
Saginaw, Mich.; Canton and Akron, Ohio;

square feet. He then made a tough
decision to close all the smaller
stores and concentrate exclusively
on large-format stores in class A locations. The new plan worked.
FCA is a company that was
created around a new idea, and
new ideas are still at the core of the
company’s growth. The FCA Design Center doesn’t just sell furniture and draperies; it offers the
customer design expertise in every
aspect of home decorating.
FCA Network, which was spun
off in 1998, is now celebrating its
20th anniversary. It is not just a buying group.
It is an ever-expanding group of independent
retailers, stretching from New Jersey to New
Mexico. They are benefiting from FCA’s experience, sales strategies, marketing knowhow, proprietary software and influence in
the marketplace. They know the FCA strategies lead to success.
“We’ve come a long way from that cornfield,” Hill said. “And the best part is we still
have an exciting future before us. There is
lots of room for growth.”

Bob Hill’s first storefront
was the back half of a
metal warehouse building
in the middle of a cornfield.

and Merrillville, Ind.
By 1990, operating a dozen stores, Hill
decided the time had come to rethink the
business format. Consumers were finally buying hardwood flooring again, plus area rugs,
ceramic tile and sheet vinyl. He not only had
builder clientele, but retail and contract as
well. Bursting at the seams, he decided he
needed more space to display the many new
floor covering products so he invested in
larger-format locations. His first superstore
was 20,000 square feet; the next was 40,000

history

Watershed moments in FCA Network history
In the words of Olga Robertson, president
Taking over the leadership role at FCA Network

Don Lovato of Carpet Source
of New Mexico, with
Olga Robertson.

FCA Network’s board made a decision
back in 2006 to bring in an outsider to
take FCA Network to the next
level. He was named CEO and headed
up business development. However,
his tenure was short-lived. That’s when
I decided, with the encouragement of
Bob Hill, to take on the responsibility
for business development since I was

familiar with all the programs. My vision and the
efforts of the Network team
enabled us to maintain our
family-like culture, and with
our passion for this industry
we continue to grow and add value to
our members’ businesses. We love
what we do and it shows.

Developing a
Shop@Home ‘direct
sales’ division

Getting the mills to recognize the importance
of carpet tile for Main Street commercial

Our entry into the Shop@Home arena
was driven by the need to help hardworking dealers who were getting shortshrift from the mills an opportunity to
compete and thrive. Don Lovato, Carpet
Source in New Mexico, was the first to
benefit from our programs and instrumental in helping us develop a simple
grid format for identifying price points,
etc., as it’s not practical to take your entire showroom with you. As a result, we
became more disciplined in reviewing
products. Subsequently, our two-pronged
approach to the market—brick and mortar specialty retailers and Shop@Home
direct sales—turned into a hybrid
wherein brick and mortar retailers could
expand into other markets, putting vans
on the street without investing capital
and manpower in another building. Our
expertise in Shop@Home will take FCA
Network to the next level.

Back in 2007, when the economy
tanked and new home construction essentially evaporated, many of our
members who were doing business in
the contract market decided to install
carpet tile themselves for the labor and
that’s what sparked my quest. As you
know carpet tile was all the rage, and
companies like Collins & Aikman had
this “Post-it-Note” process for installing
carpet tile that was so easy. I looked at
this category in specified contract and
wondered why it wasn’t available in
Main Street. FCA Network did not play
in the specified contract arena and we
didn’t have any programs with Shaw
Contract, for example, Mohawk
Bigelow or Bolyu but I really believed
this could be huge in the Main Street
market segment. I talked to an executive at Shaw and he agreed, but said it
was not likely because the contract di-

Brookline Mills was FCA Network’s first
carpet tile line for Main Street.
visions do not want to share machine
time and believed it would cut into
their business. Well, I explained until I
was blue in the face that Main Street is
a different customer and the contract
guys would never have a shot at this
business. Anyway, after almost two
years of cajoling we were finally able to
promote carpet tile under our Brookline Mills brand for Main Street commercial by 2007.

Developing a marketing website to recruit new members
Once I made the decision to develop a recruiting strategy, I
needed to figure out a way to get in front of prospective dealers
without spending a lot of time on the road. I knew one of my
members, Don Lovato, was very tech-savvy and had developed
his own website and subsequently had a team of developers working for him. Don did all the SEO for our marketing website and
I gave him all the copy for the landing page, etc. It was launched
back in 2009, has served FCA Network well to this day and en-
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abled us to recruit tech-savvy younger entrepreneurs.
The domain is carpetflooringbuyinggroups.com. It’s lengthy
but Don stated that if someone “Googles” buying group or carpet
group or flooring group we would come up first on the search, and
with a few modifications from time to time it’s still up and running
and effective. From what I understand we were the only buying
group that marketed to prospective dealers via the Internet until
about a year ago: carpetflooringbuyingroups.com.
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advantages

FCA Network brings value—
in so many ways
“The marketing support is easy to navigate and provides fresh information on how
major benefit of retail groups is they
to direct ourselves on marketing,” said Celica
allow members access to advertisArguello, owner/manager, Carpet Planet,
ing, marketing and promotional
Colorado Springs, Colo.
support to attract customers into
A major goal of FCA Network is keeping
the store as well as exclusive product lines to
members competitive by giving them the
keep them there. Successful dealers realize
tools for success. The proof is in the pudding,
word-of-mouth referrals and a great selection
as FCA Network operates several corporate
of products are no longer effective as the pristores in the Chicagoland area and is among
mary means for bringing customers in.
the top retailers nationwide. “By being in the
But not every group is the same. And
trenches to work daily on what works and
only one, FCA Network, was formed by one
what doesn’t, it allows us to have some of the
of the most successful retailers in the country
‘best of the best’ ideas,” observed Carlton
with the purpose of providing independent
Billingsley, owner of Floors and More, Bendealers with the opportunity to take advanton, Ark. “FCA does not mandate our identage of successful marketing, merchandising
tity and allows us to serve our market area
and sales-generating programs while mainusing our brand/name recognition.”
taining their autonomy.
Indeed, FCA Network is a partner in its
The following snapshots provide a permembers’ success, helping them improve
spective from member dealers about how
profitability while maintaining their local
identity. “Being able to stay an independent store and keeping our individuality has been important to us,”
said Richard Quinlan, co-owner,
DownRight Floors, Abbotsford, B.C.,
Canada. “Rather than having to promote FCA, we promote ourselves.”
FCA provides members with access to professional assistance to
help them develop—among other
things—creative marketing and advertising programs, website design
and an Internet marketing strategy.
“FCA has provided several professionals from the digital marketing industry to speak at our conventions,”
noted Kevin Murray, owner, Murray
Floor & Window Coverings, Billings,
Bob Gaither owner, The Carpet Gallery,
Akron, Ohio, enjoys private labeling
Mont. “We have taken that knowlopportunities.
edge from the marketing sessions
and implemented a digital marketing
FCA’s services and professional assistance
campaign that runs year-round with the help
give their businesses a competitive edge in
of our marketing firm.”
the markets they serve.
Merchandising & Product Mix
Marketing & Promotion
A major reason why retailers sign up with
In today’s competitive floor covering busigroups such as FCA Network is the opporness, a savvy retailer must be sharp and intunity to buy into a national private-label
novative to capture the attention of targeted
program, which reduces the chance of
customers. Store operators have limited time
being shopped around by consumers and
and money to make marketing work, so they
differentiates member products from the
turn to groups such as FCA Network to find
competition.
the most effective plan of attack.
“Pricing and product availability has en-

By K.J. Quinn

A
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abled us to bid on projects and commercial
work besides just retail work,” DownRight
Floors’ Quinlan pointed out.
Matt Bliemeister, president, Cincinnati
Floor & Window Coverings, Loveland, Ohio,
agreed, adding, “They allow me to have private-label products that my competitors don’t
have, and they give me a much broader product line than I would have on my own. They
have done a great job of supporting my mobile shop-at-home flooring business.”
FCA Network offers members access
to its own brands, ranging from entry level
and eco-friendly all the way up to the high
end—along with a wide selection of products. “With the new labels and access to new
merchandise, we have the ability to provide
product that was out of reach and give better
options to our clients,” Carpet Planet’s Arguello said.
When it comes to product selection,
FCA knows what its dealers need and how to
help them get it. Olga Robertson, FCA Network president, serves as an ambassador for
the business, bringing members a great selection of merchandise and goes to bat for
them on pricing that independent dealers
could not possibly do on their own. “The private labeling and the negotiated pricing that
Olga is able to get gives us an edge over the
competition,” stated Jerry Lagowski, owner,
Town Square Flooring, Schaumburg, Ill.
Bob Gaither, owner, The Carpet Gallery
of Akron and Quality Carpet & Flooring,
Akron, Ohio, concurred. “After Olga negotiates the best products at the best prices, I can
cherry-pick those products that best serve my
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Displays featured within
Murray Floor & Window
Coverings are user friendly.

ables members to display products from
every category. “The display systems are attractive and easy for our consumers to use,”
Murray stated. “FCA is meticulous with
product selections that are relevant to our
market and the latest trends.”
Indeed, FCA’s merchandising programs
have positively impacted flooring sales,
members report. “We offer consistent merchandising programs and have a much better
assortment of the top 20% of the selling
products,” Floors and More’s Billingsley said.
“FCA does an excellent job in doing their
homework for you in bringing the best products, prices and merchandising.”

market. With private labeling, I can still promote my family business name as we have
for over 65 years. “
An integrated merchandising system en-

Training & Education
Training and education are critical to any retail business success, experts say. Whatever
skills and attitude flooring dealers instill in
training their staff affects how their team

works together to ensure customer satisfaction with the flooring selection process.
“We attend the annual FCA Network
conferences on a regular basis to stay up to
date on flooring trends, business systems,
flooring-specific software and technical
product training,” Murray explained. “One of
the best seminars provided was an in-depth
look at selling hardwood flooring and how to
educate our customers. I have gained more
customers by educating them and being an
expert in the field.”
FCA Network provides training and continuing education services, which vary in
scope, from industry professionals aimed at
helping members bolster average tickets,
number of transactions and profitability. “We
have had speakers and breakout sessions
about online marketing, financial analysis,
hiring and training employees, and just about
Continued on page 12

advantages

Continued from page 11

any management issue that can impact my
business,” The Carpet Gallery’s Gaither observed. “In an ever-increasing competitive
environment, my gross margins have increased dramatically and remain strong year
to year.”
Communication
FCA utilizes numerous vehicles to keep
members dealers informed about the latest
developments impacting the flooring business. These include e-mail blasts with
nuggets of information, guest speakers, training topics, regional meetings and, of course,
dealer visits by staff. “All of this information
is very impactful to our business, and we gain
much insight into the industry, the economy,
business practices and segment training,”
Floors and More’s Billingsley said.
Floors and More will pass along new information from FCA to its staff that cover a
host of relevant topics and provide helpful
hints. As Billingsley noted: “I enjoy an insightful article that is e-mailed to the membership for a subject matter, hearing from the
leadership on thoughts they have and bringing in key industry executives to share information with the group.”
Networking
Open discussions and networking opportunities are among the most valuable assets
available from retail groups. The information
sharing on best business practices, ideas,
flooring choices and issues affecting the retail business at group conventions, over the
phone and one-on-one talks foster strong relationships between members and their suppliers, dealers say.
A case in point are the annual FCA Network conferences, which provide invaluable
networking opportunities with other progressing flooring retailers. On top of that, a
member website enables continual networking and idea sharing year-round. “I find the
networking opportunities with other dealers
very helpful,” Cincinnati Floor & Window
Coverings’ Bliemeister said. ‘Sometimes we
can refer customers back and forth. We also
can talk to each other about product, installation and business topics.”
Attending FCA conferences enables
dealers to view new display systems and dis-
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cuss issues with manufacturer reps in person. “We always have information sessions
for new products where I can learn about the
features/benefits of everything on display,”
The Carpet Gallery’s Gaither said. “I can also
ask my other FCA friends for their opinions
and find out what sells for them.”
Networking has proven to be a major
membership benefit and, in some cases, a
game changer. “The main advantage of us
joining FCA Network has been the ability to
have accounts with the major manufacturers
in the industry and therefore put us right in
the game,” DownRight Floors’ Quinlan said.
“As a small store and only four years old, that
hurdle of being rejected by the big manufacturer names was overcome, literally,
overnight with our membership.”
Social Media
Enter any retail store and you’ll find people
of all ages accessing their social networks
with smartphones and using these devices to
shop around products on display. Viewing
this as an opportunity, flooring dealers are increasingly placing increased emphasis on developing a social media strategy aimed at
boosting foot traffic and sales.
“FCA allows us to use marketing materials at special event sales, retail pricing labels
and, more recently, social media product artwork to promote our store and brands,”
Floors and More’s Billingsley reports.
An increasing number of consumers are
turning to social media connections and asking friends and the people they’re connected
to share their experiences with a specific
product or brand. Dealers say they are find-

Cincinnati Floor & Windows’
Matt Bliemeister gets group
support for his mobile business.
ing more customers are utilizing various online vehicles to stay informed and updated
on the latest products and styles.
“We literally had one client who said he
chose our business because we had the best
website compared to our competition,” Murray said. “He said it was easy to navigate,
looked professional and was smartphone
compatible.”
Many marketing initiatives implemented by dealers utilize the Internet as a
conduit. Blog and Facebook posts, tweets and
Instagram photos are popular forms of social
media retailers are using to, among other
things, promote new arrivals and announce
sales and events.
“Being able to interact with our followers
in humorous, flooring tips, sale promotions,
etc., is a great way to keep our ‘fans and
friends’ engaged in what we are doing,”
Billingsley explained.
Engaging with clients before and after
the sale via social media is imperative to the
growth of any retail business. For instance,
Murray reports approximately 90% of the
store’s business comes from referrals.
“But walk-ins and people calling from a
Google search, or reading our online reviews,
has really given us the ability to attract new
customers,” he said. “I can’t say enough about
social media marketing in today’s world. We
recently added Promoboxx as another tool to
keep our name in front of existing and
prospective customers.”
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What makes FCA unique
FCA Network was formed in 1998 with the hopes of providing independent retailers the opportunity to utilize FCA’s
successful marketing, merchandising and sales generating programs—without losing their independence. In
addition to being the only group with women in leadership roles, FCA Network has several other standout features.

Marketing initiatives—Here we grow!

Independence

FCA Network is offering additional tools to help its members make
more money. As online reputation and local search strategies
become increasingly vital in a business’ success, FCA Network saw
the need to enhance its members’ digital presence. We recently
added to our team of experienced marketing gurus who specialize
in everything from marketing strategy, web design, social media
and lead generation. Want to grow, too? Call us! 877.858.2580.

Not all retailers are associated with flooring groups. In fact,
according to Olga Robertson, FCA president, there are more
independent retailers across the country than affiliated retailers.
For many flooring dealers, remaining autonomous is important to
how they do business. For members of FCA Network, that is
something they don’t have to worry about sacrificing.
“As a member of FCA Network you will remain independent,
but you won’t have to be independent alone,” Robertson explained.
“We won’t ask you to change your name or spend a lot of money on
new signage. We believe your store is your brand and everything
we do will promote your brand in the marketplace.”

Best practices
A valuable component to FCA membership is the ability to call,
meet up with or email other members to share best practices,
members report.
“We are successful retailers sharing our best practices with
fellow retailers,” Robertson explained. “We know what keeps you
awake at night: Are you paying too much for leads? You’ve invested
your life savings and are beginning to doubt whether or not you
can turn your business around and make it profitable; you are
working 24/7 and are concerned about maintaining some balance
in your life, not to mention competition with the big box stores.”

Hands-on support
FCA Network provides retailers with all of the support they can
expect from an affiliated group—without the pressure to conform.
“FCA Network will add value to your business while giving you
the hands-on, day-to-day support you need,” Robertson said. “We
will help you compete with the home centers and win. Internet
sales—no worries. We’re happy to help you take the sale.”

testimonials

FCA dealers embrace membership benefits
By Mara Bollettieri and Robert Persons
FCA Network has helped provide business owners in
the industry with protection and opportunities to stay
alive against powerhouse competitors. However, not
only has Olga Robertson, president, helped her
members stay afloat, but she’s also helped them to
expand more than they could have ever imagined.
FCNews spoke with several members about the
benefits of joining FCA. Following are their success
stories since joining.

Designers’ Touch
Decorating, Freeland, Mich.
Bob Jarabeck, Jr., owner of Designers’ Touch Decorating,
Freeland, Mich., has approximately 38 years of experience as an
installer and salesperson for his father’s flooring store. He
opened his own storefront in 2006 and later joined FCA in 2008.
As a veteran in the industry, Jarabeck understood the
benefits to joining a buying group. “[Prior to joining], I didn’t
have any private-label products,” he explained. “I didn’t have the
buying power and I didn’t have any backup if there were any
issues with product.”
Other benefits of FCA include the negotiated pricing
Robertson does with superior products.
This, according to Jarabeck, allows
dealers to be more competitive in the
industry. “Not only are we fighting
against a lot of local store owners, but
we also have to fight pricing against the
big stores. Olga gives us that opportunity
with a lot of these core products.”
The group also provides its
members with the opportunity to
network. “FCA really did help me
because I could talk to the other dealers
from other locations and get guidance
on product,” he said. “Being able to meet with other store
owners helped me gain momentum in my marketplace.”

Paradigm Interiors, Denver, Colo.
Don Taylor and Matthew Budler, co-owners of Paradigm
Interiors in Denver, were initially hesitant to join any buying
groups. However, they started considering their options after
realizing they weren’t being competitive enough just selling
materials from “local Pro-Source-type companies,” Taylor
explained.
The company set up a meeting with Robertson at Surfaces
to discuss a potential membership and signed up in early 2013.
“A 20-minute meeting turned into an hour and a half, and
things became instantly clear that it was a great group to join,”
Taylor said.
A major benefit for Taylor is the ability to sell private label
as well as other products that are not associated with the
group. “That helps us as a small-town dealer to maintain
relationships with local vendors.” Taylor added that negotiated
pricing also helps them be competitive with not only the larger
players in town, but also other local shops.
FCA also provides Paradigm Interiors with great service.
“Olga and her team are just a phone call away when we need
help with a claim, with matching a private-label product we
can’t figure out or with finding different products.”

Simply Floors, Wheat Ridge, Colo.
Buddy Mitchell, owner of Simply Floors, Wheat Ridge, Colo., first
entered the industry as a salesman at a flooring company. He
then decided to start his own flooring business, which is a hybrid
of shop at home and traditional showroom.
Mitchell is unique in that he started his business the same
time he became a member, so he does not know a time without
FCA. “I don’t know if I’d be in business if it wasn’t for Olga going to
bat for me,” he said. “I wouldn’t have 12 employees; we wouldn’t
even be here.”
What’s more, according to Mitchell, when he first signed onto
FCA the company he used to work for tried shutting him down
through a mutual supplier. Robertson was able to prevent that
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from happening by communicating with the supplier. “The
biggest benefit of FCA is it protects you from companies like that.
If you join a group, it needs to have good people who have your
best interests in mind.”
Because of FCA, Mitchell’s business has evolved from just a
shop at home to also a store. “I would almost credit all of that to
FCA,” he said. “I’ve never regretted joining.”
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Carpet Source, Albuquerque, N.M.
Don Lovato, owner of Carpet Source, Albuquerque, N.M.,
has been an FCA member for 15 years. When he first
joined, FCA didn’t have a shop-at-home program;
however, the group was able to adjust to his business model.
“What I really like about [the Network] is the flexibility,”
Lovato said. “They were able to accommodate us and help us
pave the way for the shop-at-home industry that we are in
right now.”
Carpet Source joined FCA for a number of reasons, including
opportunity and protection. “They were super cost effective, and

Quality Carpet & Carpet Gallery,
Akron, Ohio
Bob Gaither of Quality Carpet & Carpet Gallery in Akron,
Ohio, has been a member of the FCA Network for 20 years.
Since joining, Gaither’s sales have doubled. “It is the best
business decision I have ever made,” he said.
Since joining, Gaither reflected, “I’m running the
business rather than the business running me.” FCA’s
support system plays a large role in that. Not only do
they bring the pricing benefits of a large buying group,
but Gaither said the
rebates put his two
daughters through
college, helping him
pay off the bills before
they even graduated.
Robertson also has
been instrumental to
the store’s success,
according to Gaither.
For example, she once
got one of his most
popular items under
the private label after
he asked her for clarifications about price. Since then he
has saved a lot off that one product alone. “I get
advantages I have never gotten before—it’s a no brainer
for me,” Gaither said.

we had never experienced
rebates before,” he said. “We
were also able to get access to
products we couldn’t have as a standalone company.”
According to Lovato, within his very first year with the group
he doubled his business. And since then, he’s grown five times—
which he credits to private labeling, pricing and service that the
group provides. “We literally would not be in business if it wasn’t
for FCA. I get solicited weekly by other buying groups, but I
wouldn’t even consider leaving under any circumstance.”

Carpet Planet, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Celica and Fidel Arguello of Carpet Planet in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
are one of the FCA Network’s newest members. The Arguellos started
their flooring careers as subcontractors, but quickly realized they were
losing out on a lot of money by not owning their own store. In 2013 they
opened Carpet Planet.
In the beginning they did not have access to a lot of the premier brands
and had difficulty getting
people to start accounts
with them. Since joining
the FCA Network only six
months ago, the
Arguellos have already
seen a 20%-30% increase
in sales. Having been
referred to FCA by
another Colorado retailer,
the Arguellos joined after
hearing only good things
from all its members. In
the short time they have
been members, FCA sent people to redesign their showroom to give it a
more professional look, which goes a long way for customers. Another key
benefit has been having the support system Robertson and the corporate
office have to offer with pricing and working with installers.
“We established a really good reputation,” Celica Arguello explained.
“We work very hard to prove to [our customers] that we are here for them
and we really care.”

Cincinnati Floor & Window Coverings, Loveland, Ohio
Matt Bliemeister of Ohio-based Cincinnati Floor and Window
Coverings started out as a franchiser but became independent after
the franchise went out of business. After three years of complete
independence, he joined FCA Network
because of its benefits and flexibility.
While FCA’s buying power, rebates,
private labeling and expansive product
line are all essential to Bliemeister’s
growth, one of the biggest benefits he
gets from being part of the Network is
interacting with other members. “What is
huge for me is being able to talk to other
dealers across the country,” he said. “I
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can reach out to someone in Colorado and ask something that I
could never ask my competitors here.”
A huge proponent of the FCA Network conferences,
Bliemeister attends almost all of them.
From getting to meet with a lot of the
major suppliers, to hearing about what is
new on the product line, the conferences
are a great way for members to stay
ahead of the curve, Bliemeister explained.
“The fun part is you have a tendency to
stay up until one or two in the morning
and just talk about how the business is
going and anything else.”
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past conventions

2012

2011

2010

2014
Clockwise,
from top left:
The 2011 convention theme was
Planet Network — Your More For Less
Connection.
The 2012 convention theme was The
Road Ahead – We Are Where You Are.
The 2017 convention theme was Opportunity Knocks.
From left: Bob and Rita Zahn, Zahn’s Floor Covering,
Crawfordsville, Ind.; Bill Graybeal, Graybeals Carpets
Plus, Logansport, Ind.; Bob Gaither, Quality Carpet,
Akron, Ohio; Tony Amato, Southwest Floors, Seven
Hills, Ohio; Wes Martin, Wes Martin Interiors; and Bill
Pawson, WestBay Floor Source, Westlake, Ohio.
The 2010 convention theme was Retail Wonderland
2010 & Beyond.
The 2014 convention theme was Market Madness —
Hit The Floor Running.
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2017
2009

2009

2016

The 2009 convention theme was Marketplace
Monopoly… Play, Shop, Win.
Networking with Don Lovato, Carpet Source;
Bob Hansen, Denver Carpet Brokers; and
Dan and Carlton Billingsley, Floors and More.
Marketing banner with FCA Network’s USP.
Dealers and vendors dress up for a ‘retro
theme.’ Here are Matt Budler and Don Taylor,
Paradigm Interiors, Denver, dressed as Goose
and Maverick from Top Gun.

2016
2014

executive team

Female leadership makes a
difference at FCA Network
By Lindsay Baillie

I

t is often suggested that women in the
flooring industry are a rare breed—especially those in executive, leadership-type roles. FCA Network has
successfully challenged this notion.
The Network stands out as the only buying group with an all-female, all-star executive team, which includes: Olga Robertson,
president and director of business development: Miranda Kotarac, CFO; Adriana
Mrizek, administrator; Liz Rivera, product
and marketing manager; and Margie Corcoran, accounts manager. This type of representation is crucial for other female business
owners and, according to some members, ul-

timately trickles down to the consumer and
how she shops.
“When a woman is in a leadership role,
many people assume she got there by being
tough and walking all over people,” Robertson explained. “However, a woman can be
tough as well as fair, kind, generous and
thoughtful. At FCA Network, we bring an
entirely different set of values to the table
that are appreciated by women overall—
trust, loyalty, dedication, compassion, team
spiritedness, persistence and more. I have a
saying, ‘Keep fear behind you and faith in
front of you,’ and I truly believe most female
entrepreneurs have the same outlook on life
and their business.”

Robertson’s belief holds true for Trieste
Walker, co-owner, Walker’s Flooring in Twin
Falls, Idaho, who left a flooring job to start
her own store with her husband, Mike, four
years ago. When Walker opened the new
flooring store, she thought she would bring
along the relationships cultivated at her previous job. However, since her business was
now unaffiliated, suppliers stopped doing
business with her.
Instead of giving up, the Walkers decided
to call Robertson and see what the FCA Network was all about. “I got on the phone and
within minutes I thought, ‘This is in not
what I expected, maybe there is something
here for us,’” Trieste Walker explained. “Olga
just made me comfortable as we talked about
the business and our situation. She said, ‘I
am coming to Twin Falls in two weeks.’ (She
stayed at our home.) She was so concerned
about getting our business going. Literally in
the minute we told suppliers we were FCA

The women of FCA Network
ADRIANA MRIZEK
MIRANDA KOTARAC, CFO
I was raised in the floor covering business because my father, Bob
Hill, started FCA when I was just 10. I never really understood why he
and my mom worked as hard as they did until I was much older.
After graduating with a Bachelors of Science degree in Business, I
held various positions at both small companies and large Fortune
500 corporations. From time to time people would ask me if I was going to work with
my father and my standard response was, ‘No way, I hate the smell of carpet.’ Well,
needless to say, Dad asked me to come back and help him run the accounting
department at FCA. So today, after 22 years, I’ve learned to love the smell of carpet. I
have vast experience in the flooring industry with both FCA and FCA Network and
most recently have dedicated all of my time and resources to handling rebate
administration, finances and IT development for FCA Network.

OLGA ROBERTSON
President and director of business development
“As a young girl raised in a blue collar family with a strong work
ethic, there was simply no excuse for not working hard and taking
our education seriously. The oldest of four children, I was born in
Naples, Italy, and immigrated to the U.S. with my parents when I
was a child because they wanted to make a better life for themselves and their
family. Dad worked at the steel mill and mom worked at home. One thing my
father always said to me was to ‘not expect something for nothing.’ Mom, the
disciplinarian and the nurturer, always told me I could be anything I wanted to be.
So at an early age I knew if I worked hard and applied myself I could make more
money than my father. I learned the important lesson that to live the American
Dream required discipline, a lot of determination and the right opportunities.
In 1978 I was fortunate enough to be hired by Bob Hill, owner of FCA. Bob
recognized my talents and work ethic early on and gave me so many
opportunities to learn and grow. After more than 25 years in this industry, I
earned the leadership role as president of FCA Network.”
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FCA Network
administrator
“As the newest member
of the FCA Network
team, my role is
constantly growing and evolving. These
past two years have provided me with
opportunities to experience all the
different aspects in the office and out in
the field.
What makes us unique in the flooring
industry is not only that we are an allfemale staff, but that we are a team with
big ideas. I have been able to use my
strengths—creativity and diverse
background—to support FCA
Network. We look to each other’s
strengths to provide the best to our
members. Olga is truly a leader—not just
for the members but for her staff as well.
Growing up with a diverse
background and speaking another
language presented itself with
challenges on a regular basis. I learned
the importance of family, being
observant, adapting to our ever-changing
world and thinking outside the box.
In just two years I have used my past
experiences as a guide to grow in the
flooring industry. I look forward to
strengthening my relationships with my
teammates, vendors and our members.”
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people they started calling us.”
Sense of belonging
For many of the female members—including
Walker—the women at the helm of FCA
Network help to instill a sense of belonging
in what is mostly a male-dominated space.
For Ceclia Arguello, owner/manager, Carpet
Planet, Colorado Springs, Colo., being able
to share best practices with other women is
critical. “I think we, as women, face more
challenges than some of the men and having
Olga there to get her advice is invaluable.”
That female leadership also provides
something the men in the group cannot—a
woman’s perspective. For Rita Zahn, vice
president, Zahns Floor Covering, Crawfordsville, Ind., this is key to not only how she
runs her business, but also her abilities to be
a leader in her own store. “Women think differently than men,” Zahn explained. “In most
cases, there isn’t a right or wrong way of doing

Trieste Walker and Mike Walker,
co-owners of Walker’s Flooring in Twin
Falls, Idaho, were able to grow their
new flooring business thanks in part
to the leadership of FCA Network.

things; there are just different ways to accomplish goals. Women in leadership in our profession give me more of a feeling of
confidence in my own leadership abilities.”
As women in leadership roles for their
stores, Arguello and Zahn are able to provide
their female consumers with the tools FCA
Network executives give freely to them—female guidance and confidence. This, they
say, instills a stronger level of trust between
consumers and dealers.

“I feel the consumer relates better with a
woman with regards to decorating and color
matching,” Zahn noted. “This confidence also
makes me a better person at my job. I like to
introduce myself when a customer comes
into our store, letting her know she is dealing
with an owner of a company.”
Robertson is also a believer in the power
of female representation. “Over the years
we’ve learned that women—who make most
of the decisions as it relates to their home
décor—prefer to work with other women on
their floor covering needs. Eighty percent of
the sales associates at FCA are females with
design backgrounds and/or degrees.”

LIZ RIVERA
Product/marketing manager
“What started out as a summer job before
college has turned into a fulfilling career in
flooring. I began my career at a local Carpet One
store doing data entry and showroom upkeep. I
worked there all through college, increasing my responsibilities
as time went by. I began working the sales floor and passing on
leads to the full-time sales associates. My multi-tasking skills
were in full swing. I was working full time and going to school full
time. It only made sense to move into the builder division. I
quickly learned to measure new construction homes, order all the
flooring materials and facilitate the installation.
I eventually graduated from Northern Illinois with a bachelor’s

degree in business and left the flooring company to pursue a career
in business. After all, flooring was just my ‘get-through-college’
job. Six months later I called and asked for my job back in the
builder division. I realized then that flooring was my passion. Over
the years I have held positions in retail, builder, big box, carpet fiber
rep and now product manager/buyer for FCA and FCA Network.
All my experiences have prepared me for what I do today. At
FCA Network we wear many hats and have to evaluate situations
from several different viewpoints: buyer, merchandiser, retailer,
salesperson and consumer. Our ability to toggle back and forth is
why we are so good at what we do and how we add value to our
members’ businesses.”

MARGIE CORCORAN
FCA Network accounts manager
“Growing up in a family of four children, we were
taught at an early age the value of money and
everyone was expected to help out. We did
chores every day and learned how to take care of
ourselves and others.
Once I turned 16 I started working in retail after school and on
weekends, so I could buy new clothes and extras. I learned how to
talk with customers and staff during that time.
Not too long after I started at FCA I moved upstairs to the
corporate offices as a receptionist and started answering calls
from FCA customers, vendors as well as FCA Network members. I
was approached by Olga to take a position with the Network, and I
thought it was a great opportunity for me. I watched and learned
how Olga handled everything and anything, and since I already
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knew most of the members I took the job.
One of the things I love about the FCA Network is Olga’s
approach to prospective dealers: ‘It’s not about spending your
money,’ she told me. That is one of the values I learned at an early
age. I started out receiving and shipping samples, handling phone
calls from dealers and entering products into our system. Over
time I became the events planner for our annual convention and
coordinated logistics with the hotel as well as banquet services.
A couple of years ago I was offered a position as FCA Network
accounts manager and gladly accepted the responsibility, which
gave me an opportunity to go on the road and visit our members. I
check their samples, we talk and sometimes even rearrange their
showroom. I want to make sure they have everything they need to
make their lives a little easier.”
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vendor partners

Suppliers celebrate ‘family-like
cohesiveness’ of FCA Network
By Ken Ryan

Jay Kopelson
vice president of corporate accounts
Mannington
Mannington has had a very strong relationship with FCA
Network since Olga began the group 20 years ago. The
retailers are independent family businesses like
Mannington. I am impressed with the longevity of this
group, and it all starts with Olga and her team. They continue to work very
hard for their members. The members very much appreciate the support
that their vendors, like Mannington, bring to the group. The members
appreciate the Mannington brand in their stores and that means a lot to us. I
have to say that in all my 30 years in this industry, one of the most unique
flooring stores that I have seen happens to be a FCA Network member, Bob
and Rita Zahn in Indiana, wonderful family and a fun store to see.

Chris Johnson
SVP
residential sales
Phenix Flooring
We have had a great
relationship with them
from the beginning and
they are the easiest people to work with.
They incorporate innovative merchandising
techniques to improve their buying power
and for us to grow our business within their
network. Olga was a friend and business
partner prior to the inception of both FCA
and Phenix. FCA was the first buying
group Phenix partnered with in the
industry and we are very fortunate to call
them friends.

Piet Dossche
president
USFloors
While FCA is one of the
smaller buying groups we
deal with, they do a great
job with their
merchandising and support of USFloors. It
is always good to deal with groups that
support the programs you develop for them.
Olga and her team do everything possible to
bring value to their members. This group
has always exhibited a family-like
cohesiveness. Olga is extremely passionate
about all things to do with her members.
The FCA Network goes above and beyond
to take care of their members’ needs.

Dennis Thiets
SVP, residential marketing
Mohawk
FCA Network provides Mohawk the opportunity to
bring its latest and greatest products in terms of
innovations, color, style and doing it in a privatelabel format, which has set us apart. It is really
magical what we have enjoyed with Olga and her team; it allows
Mohawk to co-brand our best technologies, i.e., Sorona or Air.o or
whatever we bring to the marketplace.
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John Cousins
senior vice
president
Dal-Tile
In my earliest years at
what would become DalTile, I was extremely
fortunate to meet Bob Hill, Olga
Robertson and the FCA team. They were
very gracious and supportive, and
provided great insight into the
residential (new and remodel) business.
These learnings have been very insightful
for understanding and defining both
sales innovation and customer centricactivities for the business. FCA’s success
is due to its great leadership and team
member focus on exceeding customer
expectations. At Dal-Tile, we value the
strong relationships and friendships we
have grown and shared over the years
with the FCA team. FCA is truly a leader
in innovation within the floor covering
industry. The FCA dealer network
comprises many key market dealers that
have been able to capitalize on the
learnings of FCA and other members, as
there is significant experience within the
group. Their capabilities and expertise
include customer-focused actions,
business operating systems, displays and
methods, and team member sales
training—all of which are required for
sustainable success.

The ability of FCA members to remain independent and
autonomous is special; they don’t force them to do anything; they
get to select what they want. This year, RevWood Plus will be
featured as a co-branded product; then TekWood engineered wood,
and then SolidTech later in the summer. Those three in
combination will provide us with the footprint in member stores to
offer their customers choice. We’ve had a great history with FCA
Network and their members. We’ve been there since the beginning.
People like buying from people they like, and we have a close
personal and business relationship with their members.
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Ann McDermott, vice president
of national accounts
Shaw
Shaw has enjoyed a powerful partnership with FCA
since its inception 20 years ago. We look forward to
growing our relationship in the years to come. FCA
members are so close to their business given that
they are the owners who oversee all parts of the sales process and
man the storefront. They offer us excellent consumer insights that

inform our product development, marketing and so much more.
Anyone who knows Olga Robertson knows she is a true student of
the industry. She has become a personal friend and trusted
business partner to many of us at Shaw. Olga happily shares her
wealth of industry insight and gives us helpful feedback on our
products, which we utilize. One year when she came to visit, we
gave her a preview of a new collection we were going to launch.
She had a fantastic idea, one that we knew would resonate with
consumers, which ultimately became a central element of the
collection’s marketing campaign.

Joel Martin, West
Coast divisional VP
Engineered Floors

Bill Waters, regional vice president–
South Central region
The Dixie Group

The FCA Network has been a
fantastic partner to DreamWeaver
over the last three years. We have
seen continued commitment and
growth from the network due to similar focuses.
Primarily their focus is on carpet, which is right in
line with our core competency. The Network
brings tremendous value to the industry as they
push the latest technology and best values to the
end user. We look forward to this year’s
introductions as we enter into the FCA Network
private-label merchandising programs.

I started working with Olga and FCA when I became vice
president of marketing for World Carpets in 1987. She is
tough, but always fair. When FCA Network started, we were
in from day one. The biggest value that Olga provides for
FCA Network is she just doesn’t “buy” products for the group. If she doesn’t
think it is good for her business, it’s not going into the Network. I’ve never
seen her put in a product just to add something. That attitude creates value
throughout the system as everyone is onboard with the program.
As the years have passed, our relationship has grown to more of a
friendship than just a pure business one. Now if we have a chance to have a
glass of wine together, we’re talking about grandchildren more than flooring.
She’s a good friend.

20th anniversary celebration
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